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I 
INTRODUCTION 
The capacity for seeing fine detail is called "visual acuity" or "resolving  power 
of  the  eye," and  is  defined quantitatively as  the  reciprocal  of  the  angle, 
in  minutes,  occupied  by  the  detail  that  can  just  be  discriminated. 
The test object must be specified, because different test objects yield widely 
different numerical values of visual acuity.  The prevailing illumination has a 
profound effect on visual acuity.  At low and moderate brightnesses, visual 
acuity increases with illumination in a characteristic way, approaching a maxi- 
mum value which  remains  constant with further increase  in brightness (see 
Shlaer, 1937, for references). 
Another major factor in visual acuity is the contrast between object and back- 
ground, and it is with this that the present paper is concerned.  In most visual 
acuity tests contrast is at a maximum, the test object being black and the back- 
ground white; but in everyday seeing, objects and their backgrounds are usually 
much closer in brightness.  With reduction in contrast, visual acuity also de- 
creases.  This fact has been known for a long time (see Aubert, 1865, p.  198 
ft.; Roelofs and Bierens de Haan, 1922) but quantitative and carefully controlled 
experimental  work has been  done  only comparatively recently.  Cobb  and 
Moss (1928) measured visual acuity as a function of contrast, over a wide range 
of contrasts.  They studied only a few rather high brightnesses.  Conner and 
Ganoung (1935) extended these researches to lower brightnesses, but their data 
with low contrast test objects are too scanty to yield the necessary information. 
Byram (1944) has measured the threshold for seeing lines and circles of varying 
degrees of contrast, at high outdoor levels of illumination. 
Studies of the effect of test field size on brightness discrimination are some- 
what comparable to the visual acuity studies, though the criterion is the detec- 
tion  of contrast,  rather  than  the  resolution  of ~hape.  Lasareff (1911)  and 
Heinz  and  Lippay  (1928)  worked  at  a  single  high  brightness.  Steinhardt 
(1936)  covered the whole significant brightness range, but did not study very 
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small sizes.  Holway and Hurvich (1938) and Crozier and Holway (1939) did 
not investigate sizes below 1  °.  Graham and Bartlett (1940)  extended the re- 
sults to smaller sizes, covering the significant range of cone brightnesses.  Black- 
well (1946) has published measurements made over a very wide range of sizes 
and  brightnesses.  Lamar,  Hecht,  Shlaer,  and  Hendley  (1947)  studied  the 
significant range of sizes and shapes, at high brightness only. 
This study was undertaken to give a somewhat more comprehensive view of 
the relation between size, contrast, and brightness in the determination of visi- 
bility.  Visual acuity thresholds were measured as a  function of background 
brightness and contrast.  The measurements were made by selecting a  target 
size and background  brightness,  and varying the  target brightness until  the 
minimum contrast was found at which the test object could be resolved.  The 
threshold difference in brightness between target and background, divided by 
the background brightness, is called the contrast fraction, AI/I. 
When an adequate range of sizes and brightnesses was thus investigated, a 
body of data was obtained from which the following information was derived: 
1.  The relation  of AI/I to background brightness,  for A/fields of various 
sizes,  the  criterion  of seeing  being  the  recognition  of the  orientation  of the 
target. 
2.  The relation  between  visual acuity and brightness at various contrasts 
between test object and background. 
3.  The relation between visual acuity and contrast at various levels of illu- 
mination. 
4.  The relation between contrast and the frequency of seeing the test ob- 
ject against the background. 
II 
Apparatus and Procedure 
1. Apparatus and Calibrations.--In all the present measurements the observer looks 
monocularly through an artificial pupil at a uniformly illuminated field 30  ° in diame- 
ter, whose brightness may be varied over the whole visual range.  In the center he 
sees the configuration shown in Fig.  1.  The target is a  central rectangle of light 
twice as long as it is wide, whose size, brightness, and orientation may be varied to 
secure the appropriate measurements. 
The optical system for controlling the various parts of the field is shown in Fig. 2. 
It is a modified form of Shlaer's apparatus (Shlaer,  1937) for measuring visual acuity, 
and was actually modified by Dr. Shlaer himself.  The light source S is the incandes- 
cent ball of a tungsten are.  An image of the source is focussed by the condenser C on 
the projection lens system P.L.  The light passes from P.L., which serves as a second- 
ary source,  through the half-silvered  mirror M1.  (The beam reflected  at Mx will be 
considered  later.)  The undeviated transmitted beam is reflected  from a front-sur- 
face plane mirror M2, not shown in the diagram, to the field lens F.L.1.  This lens 
focusses an image of P.L., the secondary source,  at a point just behind the artificial C.  D.  HENDLEY  435 
pupil P, a  circular aperture 2 mm. in diameter.  Thus F.L.z appears evenly illumi- 
nated to the eye, and provides the background field I  against which the test object is 
viewed.  This field subtends 4 ° at the subject's eye. 
The test object A/is provided by the beam reflected at the mirror MI, which is 
focussed by L to give an image of C at the wedge W.  The beam is so narrow at the 
~  Sutr~nd  (30"J 
~l.=s.-', 
Fzg. 1.  A diagram of the field as the subject sees it.  The surround has the same 
brightness as the I  field.  Its edge, 15 ° from the center, is not shown. 
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FIG. 2.  Diagrammatic top view of the apparatus, not drawn to scale 
wedge that no balancer is necessary.  The beam then diverges, passing through the 
shutter and a neutral filter, to the field lens F.L.,, which brings it to a focus again at 
the exit pupil P, after being reflected from the half-silvered mirror M3.  The eye thus 
sees an enlarged image of the source as the A/field, superimposed on the center of the 
background field. 
The size and shape of the A/field is controlled by a series of eight rectangular metal 
diaphragms at D1.  The length of the diaphragm opening is twice its width.  The 436  VISUAL  ACUITY AND  BRIGHTNESS  DISCRIMINATION 
smallest rectangle is 2' wide; the others range up to 50', in steps of 0.2 log unit.  The 
diaphragm holder can be rotated to present the M  field in different positions; detent 
stops are provided at the four positions used in the investigation. 
The two field lenses are equidistant from the observer, at 1 meter.  Thus when the 
observer focusses on the test object he is also in focus for objects on the surface of 
F.L.1.  This fact is made use of in providing reference marks to aid the observer in 
keeping proper focus, and in judging the orientation of the test field.  Small black 
numbers, legible only when in focus, are placed 1.25 ° from the center of F.L.1,  on the 
vertical and horizontal axes.  The four positions in which the target is presented are 
horizontal, vertical, diagonally to the right as in Fig. 1, and diagonally to the left. 
When the test field is small, it must be surrounded by a large area of approximately 
the same brightness if the eye is to give its best performance.  This is particularly 
true at high brightness (Lythgoe, 1932;  Steinhardt, 1936).  In this apparatus a sur- 
round of 30 ° is provided by the spherical front-surface mirror M4, which has a hole in 
its center to admit the light from the I  and AI fields.  The source S illuminates the 
ground  glass  G,  through the  adjustable iris  diaphragm  D2.  The  ground  glass  is 
imaged by the condensing lenses C'C ~ at the right-angled prism S', whence it is re- 
flected, diverging to fill the mirror M4.  This mirror focusses an image of S' at the 
pupil P, and is therefore seen as evenly illuminated.  By varying the opening of the 
iris D2, the surround brightness may be equated with the I  field.  The black circle in 
Fig. 1 marks the boundary between the I  field and the surround. 
Close to the artificial pupil are the neutral Wratten filters F that control the bright- 
ness in steps of about 0.3 log unit over an intensity range of ove~ 8 log units.  There is 
also space at the eyepiece for a  removable filter; here the Wratten Number  70 red 
filter (shown as the large filter at F  in Fig. 2) is inserted when red light is to be used. 
At F1 and F~ in Fig. 2 neutral filters can be inserted to control the relative brightness 
o f the I  and &/fields. 
A fixation point is needed to orient the observer for off-axis vision at low brightness. 
This is provided by a  small light bulb placed between  the  eyepiece and the mirror 
M4, so that the mirror forms a virtual image of the filament in the plane of the test 
object.  The side of the bulb nearest the observer is painted black, so the filament 
cannot be seen directly. 
The exposure of the &/field is controlled by an electric clock motor, actuating a 
solenoid which opens and closes a photographic shutter.  The target is exposed for 3 
seconds out of every 10; thus there are six exposures a minute. 
The wedge and all the neutral filters were calibrated with a  Martens polarization 
photometer, with light of the same color temperature as that used in the experiments. 
The calibrations were then repeated with light transmitted by a No. 70 Wratten filter. 
The absolute brightness calibration was made by comparing the I  field with one that 
could easily be measured directly (cf.  Laniar et  al.,  1947).  The brightness of the 
~I field was found by matching it with the I  field at one wedge setting.  The values 
for all other positions were calculated from the wedge calibration. 
When red light was used, the density of the Wratten No. 70 filter was subtracted 
from the log of the brightness with white light without filters.  The known densities 
of the various neutral filters in red light were used in preparing a table of brightnesses 
for the various filter combinations.  The AI field was then  matched against the I 
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2.  _Procedure.--In the experiments with white light AI/I was measured over a range 
of low to moderate brightness, a single test object being used for each sitting.  There 
were two observers.  One, J.R., had a SneUen acuity of better than 20/20.  The other, 
M.A., used a  lens inserted at the eyepiece to correct for myopia and astigmatism. 
Before each experiment the subject was dark-adapted for at least 30 minutes; measure- 
ments were then begun at the lowest possible brightness.  In subsequent measure- 
ments the brightness was increased, in steps of 0.3 to 1 log unit, until a brightness of 
10 millilamberts was reached.  Because of the fixed 2 mm. pupil this gives a retinal 
illumination  equal to that given when a surface of about 2.2 millilamberts brightness 
is viewed with the natural pupil.  A complete set of data was obtained in from 1 to 
2 hours.  Since the work was arduous and tedious, frequent rests were  given, and 
only one sitting was scheduled per day. 
Thresholds were determined by a modified form of the frequency of seeing method 
described by Hecht,  Shlaer, and Pirenne (1942).  The observer was  first presented 
with an easily visible ~I field; the experimenter then moved the wedge so that suc- 
ceeding exposures decreased  in brightness, until the A/field became invisible.  With 
the threshold thus roughly determined, three or four different values of z~ur  were chosen 
for further investigation.  These brightnesses were 0.24 log unit apart (1 cm. on the 
wedge)  and covered the range just above and below the threshold.  Five exposures 
of the Zk/field were given at each brightness, in random order of brightness and posi- 
tion.  The subject was then given a short rest, followed  by a  repetition of  the pro- 
cedure.  Occasionally there  was  a  marked  difference  between  the  two  groups  of 
measurements; more exposures were then given.  Sometimes the range of brightnesses 
chosen proved inadequate and an additional brightness step was added at the top or 
the bottom of the range.  In this way a series of ten or more measurements at each 
of three to five different brightnesses was made, and the frequency of seeing at each 
brightness determined.  These values were corrected for guessing, then plotted on a 
graph with log A/on the abscissa and the frequency of seeing on the ordinate.  A 
smooth curve was drawn through the points, and the value of ~u  r at which it crossed 
the 60 per cent seeing line was chosen as the threshold. 
Since guessing was permitted, it had to be taken into account in the scoring.  The 
target might appear in any one of the four positions; therefore its position would be 
reported correctly in 25 per cent of the presentations, even if it were not seen at all, 
simply on the basis of chance.  Thus it was assumed that for every three incorrect 
responses there was one correct response as a  result of guessing.  To determine the 
number actually seen in a given set of responses, the number wrong was divided by 
three, and the quotient subtracted from the number correct. 
In the second series of experiments a red filter was inserted at the eyepiece.  This 
was a  Wratten No.  70 filter, whose  transmission below 650 m/z is practically zero. 
By ~his means the investigation was limited to cone vision only.  This is because the 
foveal cones are more sensitive to red light than the rods in any region of the retina 
(Wald, 1945).  There were two new subjects in this series; both had normal visual 
acuity. 
At first, thresholds were determined just as in the first series.  Later the procedure 
was modified so that two thresholds could be determined at the same time.  The lower 
threshold was that at which the Zk/field could merely be seen 60 per cent of the time; 
the higher one that at which its orientation could be correctly determined in 60 per 438  VISUAL  ACUITY  AND  BRIGHTNESS  DISCRIMINATION 
cent of the exposures.  These may be called light threshold and form threshold.  In 
this new procedure, the subject was asked to report the position of the test object if 
he could; to report "yes" if a  formless light was seen; and to report "no" if no AI fiel  d 
was seen.  Brightnesses of 2d were chosen to range from one at which the position 
was seen in 90 per cent or more of the exposures, down to one at which light was seen 
in 10 per cent or less. 
The possibility that  the subjects  gave positive responses  when they actually saw 
nothing Was checked by giving exposures from time to time in which the A/field was 
completely occluded.  Fortunately,  "yes" responses  occurred  only rarely, and when 
there were more than one in a  set of data, the threshold was redetermined at a  time 
when the subject was more reliable. 
TABLE I 
Al/l as a Function of Brightness  and  Visual Angle, in White Light 
Each datum is the average resultfrom subjects M.A. and J.R.  The target was rectangular, 
with a length-width ratio of 2.  Visual angles are in minutes. 
Background 
intensity 
log of I 
millgamberls 
L12 
~.69 
~.13 
4.46 
].65 
L13 
3.42 
L7o 
Lo8 
2.37 
~.65 
i.lo 
i.67 
0.18 
0.75 
1.79 
Log 
dsual 
mgle 
*  1.70 
1.61 
0.95 
0.54 
0.33 
i.93 
i.69 
i.52 
i.38 
1.35 
i.34 
i.o8 
L70 
L21 
Log contrast  fraction, Al/l 
Log 
visual 
angle 
ffi  1.50 
0.69 
0.25 
0.09 
1.90 
i.Ot 
i.48 
i.35 
i.o8 
2.73 
L35 
Log 
visual 
angle 
1.30 
1.47 
0.97 
O. 20 
i.87 
1.81 
i.55 
i.34 
~.75 
2.42 
Log 
visual 
angle 
ffi  1.10 
1.08 
0.68 
0.50 
0.39 
0.19 
i.97 
i.78 
i.48 
i.15 
~.57 
~.43 
Log 
visua] 
1.77 
1.08 
0.85 
0.53 
0.36 
0.01 
i.70 
i.34 
2.82 
Log 
visual 
angle 
ffi 0.70 
0.99 
0.69 
0.40 
0.06 
,1.67 
~.95 
Log 
visual 
angle 
=  O.SO 
1.19 
1.00 
0.63 
0.22 
i.72 
1.o8 
Log 
visual 
angle 
0.30 
0.81 
0.19 
1.80 
i.47 
i.22 
III 
Measurements 
1.  White Light.--The results for the two observers were so nearly alike that 
they were averaged.  They are given in Table I and are plotted in Fig. 3.  It 
will be seen that &[/I decreases as the size increases, and that the effect of size c.  D.  HE~LEY  439 
becomes smaller when the largest sizes are reached.  The characteristic break 
between rod and cone function is apparent with the larger targets.  For the 8' 
target the break is very slight, since rod and cone curves have very nearly the 
same slope at the transition point.  For sizes smaller than 8 ~  there is no indica- 
tion of rod function.  This is in keeping with the subjects' reports that with the 
three smallest sizes their best discrimination was obtained with foveal fixation, 
even at the lowest brightnesses.  Evidently, below the brightness at which the 
cones function, the rod system does not have the necessary resolving power to 
achieve a visual acuity of 0.2  (5' visual angle). 
The curves  drawn  through  the  data are theoretical,  and will be discussed 
~0 
-I 
-t 
-5  -4 
t 
White Light 
(t@ ~O°K) 
\%, 
'  %k:',~t  ,.  ..v 
~0  ~ 
I 
-3  -t  -I  0  t 
Log •  ~  M/I///omberf# 
FZG. 3.  Log &l/I as a function of log I, with a visual acuity criterion of seeing, for 
white light.  The data of M.A. and J.R. have been averaged.  The figures at the 
lower right are target widths, increasing  from top to bottom in steps of 0.2 log unit. 
The curves are from equation (2). 
later.  The  data  are  adequately  described  by  the  curves,  though  the  fit is 
neither critical nor unique. 
From the measurements in Fig. 3 one may derive curves relating brightness 
to visual acuity at fixed contrast.  These are shown in Fig.  4.  (The points 
were secured by reading across Fig. 3 at fixed levels of ,hi/I, and recording the 
brightness at which the curves are intersected.  Before these data were plotted, 
they were transformed into test object brightness (AI +  I), since at high values 
of AI/I the two differ widely, and it is the test object brightness that determines 
the visual performance.)  The separation into rod and cone function appears at 
the higher values of AI/I, while at the lower contrasts there is a single curve 440  VISUAL  ACUITY AND BRIGHTNESS  DISCRIMINATION 
representing  cone  function  only.  The rods  cannot  discriminate AI/I below 
about 0.22  (log ~//I  ---  -0.65). 
In Fig. 4 the curves move down to lower visual acuity as the contrast is de- 
creased.  In addition,  the cone curves move to the right, toward higher light 
requirements, though this is not obvious in Fig. 4.  At any fixed target bright- 
ness, log visual acuity decreases at an accelerating rate, as ]og AI/I is lowered. 
For example, a log target brightness of 0 may be selected.  Reducing the con- 
trast from 10 to 1 lowers visual acuity by only 0.1 log unit.  A further reduction 
in contrast of 1 log unit, however, lowers visual acuity by 0.56 log unit.  At 
i  i  I  I  l 
0  -  ~  " 
, .  o o. . ,  ,,  o., 
~ 
-0.5  ,  [  r  */  o~  •  ~  0.05 
.,  //Jg,  p 
-2 
-4  -3  -2  -I  0  !  2  3  4 
Log  Brightness  of  Tar,gel  (AZ.I.Z)  Mn/i/omberts 
FzG. 4.  Log visual acuity as a  function of log target brightness, for white light. 
The data of M.A. and J.R. have been averaged.  The values of AI/I are shown at the 
top.  The continuous lines are from equation (3).  The broken lines show where the 
data depart from these curves.  The points were secured  by reading across Fig. 3 at 
fixed levels of AI/I, and recording  the brightness at which the curves are intersected. 
Before these data were  plotted,  they were  transformed into  test object brightness 
(AI -4- I), since at high values of AI/I the two differ widely, and it is the test object 
brightness that determines the visual performance. 
lower brightness visual acuity falls off more rapidly as contrast is lowered.  At 
a log target brightness of -  1, for example, the visual acuity is lowered by 0.25 
log unit when the contrast goes from 10 to 1.  When contrast is further reduced 
by 1 log unit, the target becomes invisible at any size. 
Fig. 4 shows that at the lowest visual acuities the data for low contrasts de- 
part from the theoretical curves.  The slope reaches infinity, whereas the theo- 
retical curve has a maximum slope of 1.  This discrepancy is to be expected, 
since we know that with increasing target size AI/I decreases to a minimum, 
where  further  increase  in  size has no effect.  This point has probably been 
reached at the largest size in Fig. 3.  Thus when AI/I is plotted against I  for 
this largest target, the threshold brightness for any selected contrast may be 
read from the curve.  If the brightness is lowered beyond this point, a  target c. D.  n~-oLzy  441 
of that particular contrast becomes invisible at any size.  Thus curves such as 
those of Fig. 4 must become vertical at some brightness.  It is of interest that 
Hecht and WaM (1934) found a minimum brightness at which the visual acuity 
curve  of  Drosophila  became  vertical. 
2.  Red Light.--The  average results for two observers are given in Table II, 
and plotted in Fig. 5.  The data have approximately the same form as those of 
Fig. 3 except that single curves fit the data, since the study was limited to cone 
vision only.  The AI/I difference for each step in size becomes smaller as the 
size increases.  This is strikingly true at the highest brightness, where the differ- 
ence between  2' and 3.27' is as great as that between 5' and 50'. 
TABLE II 
AI/I  as a Function of Brightness and  Visual Angle, in  Red Light 
Each datum is the average result from subjects S.F. and G.G.  The target was rectangular, 
with a length-width ratio of 2.  Visual  angles are in minutes. 
Background 
intensity 
log of I 
millilaraberts 
~.63 
2.93 
i.25 
i.55 
1.86 
0.88 
1.91 
3.37 
Log 
visual 
angle 
=  1.70 
1.37 
2.75 
2.44 
2.26 
2.33 
Log contrast fraction, A/// 
Log 
visual 
angle 
=  1.50 
2.55 
2.40 
2.39 
Log 
visual 
angle 
ffi 1.30 
1.88 
1.59 
1.33 
1.10 
2.88 
2.49 
2.40 
2.33 
Log  Log 
visual  visual 
angle  angle 
=  1.10  =  0.90 
2.60 
2.53 
2.33 
0.05 
1.75 
1.24 
2.78 
2.63 
2.49 
Log  Log 
visual  visual 
angle  angle 
ffi 030  ffi 0.50 
0.34 
1.60 
1.00 
2.75 
2.61 
O. 65 
1.83 
1.24 
1.07 
2.89 
Log 
visual 
angle 
ffi 0.30 
1.16 
0.63, 
i.78 
i.39 
i.20 
Visual acuity at selected values of AI/I is plotted as a function of test object 
brightness in Fig. 6.  These data clearly depart from the theoretical curves at 
the low brightness end.  The trend of the data is toward a slope of infinity. 
IV 
Theoretical  Curves 
The theoretical curves in Figs. 3 to 6 come from the stationary state equation 
developed by Hecht (1934).  This equation represents the most general require- 
ments of a photoreceptor process, in which a photosensitive material is bleached 
by light and reformed by a thermal reaction in which some of its products are 
involved.  The equation is 
x. 
KZ --  (1) 
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where I is the brightness of the light, (a--x) and x are the concentrations of sen- 
sitive  substance  and photoproducts respectively, m and n  are the orders of the 
l 
1.5  o"  ~od Light 
0  ~ 
-0.5  O' 
~  oO\ 
o, 
-0.5 
-L5  - 
~  .... =0.- 
-2  -I  0  I  2  3  4 
Log Z ~  Mi/lllornb#rl# 
FzG. 5.  Log AI/I as a function of I, with a visual acuity criterion of seeing, in red 
light.  The data of S.F. and G.G. have been averaged.  The figures at the upper left 
are target widths.  The continuous lines are from equation  (2).  The dashed lines 
show where the data depart from these curves. 
-,.s  / 
--8  I  -f 
I  !  1%,L_ 
-1  0  I  2  ..,t  4 
Log Brighlness  of Torge! (41-l-f)  .'~ Mill/Yomberl$ 
FIo. 6. Log visual acuity as a function of log target brightness, in red light. 
data of S.F. and  G.G. have been averaged. 
The continuous lines are from equation (3). 
depart from these curves. 
The 
AI/I values are shown at  the  right. 
The broken lines show where the data 
photochemical and thermal reactions, and K is the ratio of the velocity constants 
of the two reactions. 
Hecht  (1935)  has shown how the  equations  for AI/I may be derived from 
equation (1).  The only further assumption made is that the recognition of the c.  D.  ~-~Y  443 
difference between I  and I  ~  41 is made immediately after AI is added and is 
determined by the initial rate of formation of photoproducts when hi is added. 
This added rate is assumed to be constant at all brightnesses, and means that in 
a  given time the same increase in photochemical transformation is produced. 
On this basis, the equation for M/I becomes 
AI/I= C[I + (--~-~  (2) 
when~=n=  2. 
These values of m and n were chosen because many careful measurements of 
AI/I as a function of brightness have been made, and the data for human sub- 
jects follow equation (2), (Hecht, 1935; Hecht, Peskin, and Patt, 1938; Graham 
and Kemp, 1938; McFarland, Halperin, and Niven, 1944).  Red light does not 
affect the shape of the curve, as shown by the data of Koenig and Brodhun 
(1888) and by Hecht, Peskin, and Part. 
In Figs. 3 and 5 the curve for equation (2) has been drawn through both the 
rod and cone portions of the data.  The smaller targets are adequately de- 
scribed by this equation, but Fig. 5 shows that the largest sizes are fitted by the 
theoretical curves only at low brightnesses.  The data show a much more rapid 
approach to a minimum AI/I.  At high brightness, some factor not considered 
in the theory seems to set a lower limit on the value of AI/I which cannot be 
passed regardless of size. 
To make sure that this phenomenon was real, a number of additional measure- 
ments were made with the larger test objects, in both red and white light.  The 
results with the 20' by 40  t target are summarized in Fig. 7.  The data clearly 
depart from the theoretical curves at brightnesses above 10 millilamberts, just 
as the earlier data did.  Although in the experiments of Lamar et al. the crite- 
rion of seeing differed from that used in obtaining the other points in Fig. 7, the 
data from the two experiments seem to be comparable. 
The curves of Figs. 4 and 6, where visual acuity is plotted as a function of 
brightness, are also derived from equation (I).  Visual acuity is taken as pro- 
portional to x"; hence the visual angle a varies as 1/x".  When m  -- n  =  2 the 
equation may be put in the same form as equation (2), and becomes 
[  a=C  1+  (3) 
Shlaer  (1937)  and Shlaer, Smith, and  Chase  (1942)  have shown that  this 
equation describes very well their precise measurements of the relation between 
visual acuity and illumination, with a Landolt ring as test object.  The classic 
data of Koenig (1897) are also well fitted by equation (3).  However, when the 
contrast between target and background is low, the theoretical curves do not 
fit at the low brightness end, for the reasons given in the discussion of Fig. 4. 444  VISUAL  ACUITY  AND  BRIGHTNESS  DISCRT~ATION 
V 
The Distribution of Retinal Receptors 
A possible explanation for the departure of some of the data from the curve 
based on a simple photochemical theory lies in the change in distribution of the 
functional retinal receptors with brightness. 
It has long been known that the cones are most closely packed at the optical 
center of the eye, and that their population density falls off sharply toward the 
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Fio. 7. AI/I as a function of I, for a 20' by 40' target.  The filled circles show the 
average data of M.A., S.F., and C.H. in red light.  These data have been raised 0.5 
log unit on the ordinate.  The open circles show the averaged data of M.A. and C.H. 
in  white light.  The half-filled  circles  show  the average of five observers for white 
light from Lamar, Hecht, Shlaer,  and Hendley (1947).  The curves are from equa- 
tion (2). 
FIG. 8. zkI/I as a function of I for exposures of 0.04 second and 3 seconds, 20' by 
40' target.  Red light was used.  The data of subjects Y.H., D.H., and S.M. have 
been averaged. 
periphery  (Schultze,  1866).  However, it is often  tacitly assumed  that  their 
distribution is homogeneous in the 2 ° rod-free central region ordinarily called the 
fovea.  Several authors have shown that it is precisely in this region that the 
distance  between adjacent cone centers  changes most rapidly (Rochon-Duvi- 
gneaud,  1906-O7;  0sterberg, 1935;  Polyak,  1941).  According  to  Polyak  the 
thinnest cones are at the very center of the fovea,.where they may be as small 
as 12" or 15 't of arc.  Around the center is a region of about 10' radius contain- 
ing some 2000  closely packed cones averaging 24"  in diameter.  This region 
may be called  the foveola.  The distance  between adjacent  cone centers in- 
creases to 40" at the edge of the fovea, about 1  ° from the center.  At 3 ° 20', in 
the parafoveal region, this distance is 80 tt.  The cones become more and more c.  D.  m~rDT.~.y  445 
widely separated at greater distances from the center until in the far periphery 
the distance between cone centers is over 180". 
The fineness of the retinal grain has, of course, a profound effect upon visual 
function.  It is well known that visual acuity is at its best at the center of the 
fovea, provided the illumination is adequate for the functioning of that region. 
It is also true that minimal values of zkI/I are achieved only in the fovea, and 
probably only in the foveola.  No matter how large the AI field is, the subject 
fixates one edge of it in order to see it when its contrast is at a minimum.  Fur- 
thermore, a  comparatively small  target centrally fixated is  visible at  lower 
contrast than a much larger one whose inner edge is 1.25 ° away from the center 
of the eye (Lamar et al.). 
Thus far we have been considering the situation at high illumination.  When 
the brightness falls below the level that yields optimal visual performance, the 
superiority of the foveola over the rest of the fovea in the recognition of bright- 
ness differences begins to diminish.  Visual acuity also tends to become more 
uniform over the fovea. 
A  probable explanation of this phenomenon arises from the fact that  the 
regions in which larger cones are found are more sensitive than the foveola, with 
its extremely attenuated cones.  At low brightness the foveola loses its fineness 
of grain, as an increasing fraction of the receptors fail to function with decreas- 
ing brightness.  This occurs to a lesser extent further out in the fovea, with the 
result that a point is reached at which the foveola has a coarser grain than the 
rest of the fovea. 
The effect of size on the shape of the curves of Fig. 5 may be explained on the 
basis of this change in the retinal mosaic with illumination.  Considering first 
low brightness, we know that &I/I decreases as the size increases, though at a 
decreasing rate.  The 50' by 100' target yields a lower M/I than the 20' by 40' 
one.  On the basis of the ideas outlined above this may be explained by assum- 
ing an approximately uniform distribution over the foveal region of the capacity 
for discrimination.  Thus the increase in width from 20' to 50' brings into play 
new  receptor areas,  equally  sensitive  to  those  originally involved,  and  the 
threshold is consequently lowered. 
At the highest brightness, however, the situation is quite different.  A target 
13' by 26' gives just as low a threshold as any of the larger sizes.  Further in- 
crease in size produces no diminution of the threshold because the additional 
area falls on a retinal region whose grain is too coarse to contribute to the dis- 
crimination. 
It is now clear why size affects the shape of the curves in Fig. 5.  The theo- 
retical curves fit the smaller sizes, where the retinal mosaic is reasonably uni- 
form at all brightnesses.  At the larger sizes, the effective area decreases as the 
brightness increases.  Consequently the values of ,~I/I at high brightness are 
pushed up and the curve rapidly approaches a minimum with increasing bright- 
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VI 
The Effect of Exposure Time on the Relation between AI/I and Brightness 
In these experiments, the target was exposed for 3 seconds in each presenta- 
tion.  This procedure allowed ample time for the subject to give his best per- 
formance, and  approximated certain practical conditions of seeing that  this 
work was designed to investigate.  However, a possible complication was intro- 
duced by choosing~this  relatively long exposure time.  For short  exposures 
time t and intensity I  are reciprocally related.  With increasing time a minimal 
intensity is reached which remains constant with further increase in time.  The 
time at which the transition occurs from the relationship It =  C to I  --  C is 
called the "critical time" or the "retinal action time." 
The critical time for several visual functions has  been found to be much 
longer at low brightness than at high.  It may vary from 0.1 or 0.2 second down 
to about 0.04 second.  Graham and Kemp (1938)  have pointed out that the 
curve relatingAI/I to brightness will have one shape when the exposure is below 
the critical time at all brightnesses, and another when the critical time is exceeded 
at all brightnesses.  For if a fixed brightness is chosen and the duration of expo- 
sure is increased, the threshold falls until the critical time is reached, when it 
becomes constant.  Since the critical  time is  reached sooner at  high  bright- 
ness than at low, there will be less lowering of the threshold when the exposure 
is increased beyond the critical time. 
In the present work, the shape of the curves of AI/I against I  changes with 
size rather than exposure time.  However, there remains the possibility that 
the relation between critical time and brightness may be dependent on target 
size.  To test this hypothesis, measurements were made comparing a 0.04 sec- 
ond exposure with the 3 second one, for the 20' by 40' target.  Red light was 
used, and the significant range of cone brightness was covered.  At each bright- 
ness,  successive measurements  at  the  two different times were made.  The 
results are shown in Fig. 8 where four experiments with three different subjects 
have been averaged.  The same curve has been drawn through the two sets of 
data, which are displaced 0.45 tog unit on the AI/I axis.  There is no significant 
effect of exposure time on the shape of the curves, though the data are too 
scanty to establish that there is no effect at all.  Steinhardt (1936)  and Smith 
(1936)  showed that  their data  were fitted by Hecht's equation,  though the 
exposure was continuous.  These results indicate that, under some experimental 
conditions, the critical time does not vary continuously with brightness. 
VII 
Visual Acuity as a Function  of AI/I 
The data of Tables I and II may be presented so that visual acuity is a func- 
tion of AI/I.  The necessary data were derived mainly from the curves of Figs. c.  D.  ~lCD~s.y  447 
4 and 6, by drawing vertical lines at selected brightnesses, and reading off the 
acuity values  at  which  the  curves  were  intersected.  Some  supplementary 
points were obtained from Figs. 3 and 5, by transforming the abscissa into a 
scale of log (A/+  I), and reading off the AI/I values for the various sizes at a 
selected log (M +  I). 
The results are shown in Fig. 9.  The curve for a brightness of 10 millilamberts 
is very similar to those at higher levels of illumination.  The 0.2 millilambert 
curve is near the lower limit for cone vision in white light.  At 0.01 millilambert 
only the rods function, therefore there are no data here for the red light series. 
All the curves have the same general form, approaching a  maximum visual acu- 
ity as the contrast becomes very  great, and approaching a minimum value of AI/i 
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FZG. 9. The relation between log visual acuity and log AI/I.  The target bright- 
nesses are shown on the right.  The open circles are the data in white light of subjects 
J. R. and M.A.; the filled circles are the red light data of S.F. and G.G.  The curves 
are empirical. 
as the size becomes large.  The red and white light curves are nearly parallel. 
At the higher brightness, the red light data show a  more rapid approach to a 
constant M/I value, while at the lower brightness the reverse is  true.  This 
difference is believed to be fortuitous, because of the peculiar relationship be- 
tween the cone curves for the two largest sizes in Fig. 3.  The fact that lower 
acuities were found in red light than in white may be ascribed to differences be- 
tween the two groups of subjects. 
It is apparent that visual acuity bears no simple relationship to AI/I.  As the 
brightness decreases, the point at which the curves become vertical moves to 
the right, since the AI/I threshold increases.  The contrast at which the visual 
acuity reaches a maximum shows no appreciable change.  This means that the 
form of the curves cannot be invariant since they change slope more abruptly 
as the brightness is decreased.  The data may be fitted by hyperbolas of the 448  VISUAL  ACUITY  AND  BRIGHTNESS  DISCRIMINATION 
form y  =  (x/a  +  bx)  +  c,  but  different constants  are  required  for each 
brightness. 
These results agree with other work that covers a  wide contrast range (cf. 
Cobb and Moss, 1928).  Other authors have found visual acuity to be propor- 
tional to the square root, the first power, or the square of the contrast.  These 
equations give straight lines that fit the data of Fig. 9 only over short ranges of 
contrast. 
VIH 
Frequency of Seeing 
1.  Tkeory.--The thresholds reported in this paper were determined by meas- 
uring the frequency of seeing as a  function of log ~I/I.  Hecht, Shlaer, and 
Pirenne (1942) have shown how such data may be used to determine the mini- 
mum number of retinal events necessary for seeing in the dark-adapted eye. 
Their ideas will be briefly summarized here. 
A flash of light will be seen against a background of total darkness when more 
than a certain minimum number of light quanta are absorbed by the photore- 
ceptor cells.  Since these quantum absorptions are discrete, independent, and 
random events, the number in any given flash of light will vary according to a 
Poisson probability distribution  (Fry,  1928).  If a  is the average number of 
quanta absorbed per flash, the probability P, that any number n  will be ab- 
sorbed is given by the formula 
~  ¢---a 
P.=--  (4) 
nl 
where e is the base of natural logarithms.  If one assumes that the light is seen 
when N  or more quanta are absorbed, the integral of equation (4) from n  =  N 
to n  =  oo  gives the probability of seeing.  In Fig.  10 some of these Poisson 
integral curves are shown. 
The abscissas in Fig. 10 are expressed as the logarithm of the average number 
of events.  Experimental data  may therefore be  compared with  Fig.  10  by 
plotting the frequency of seeing against the logarithm of the brightness, since 
the average number of quanta  absorbed by the retina is proportional to the 
brightness.  By fitting the experimental curve with one of the probability dis- 
tributions in Fig. 10 the number of events involved in a visual discrimination 
can be determined. 
HechL Shlaer, and Pirenne concluded that "the number of critical events in 
the retina required to produce a visual effect lies between 5 and 8."  This agreed 
very well with the value of 5 to 14 quanta absorbed by the retina, obtained from 
physical measurements of the energy incident at the cornea, corrected for the 
transmission of the ocular media and the absorption of rhodopsin in the retina. C.  D.  H~NDLF.Y  449 
They concluded,  therefore, that the critical retinal events were quantum ab- 
sorptions. 
The frequency of seeing curves found by Hecht, Shlaer, and Pirenne was ob- 
tained under conditions that reduced to a  minimum the threshold number of 
quanta incident at the cornea.  Other threshold measurements have been made 
using different field sizes, retinal locations, colors, and exposure times; yet the 
same number of critical retinal events is found.  The data obtained with a 3 ° 
field in red and violet light are well fitted by the curve for N  =  6 (Hendley and 
Frank, unpublished).  The data of Hartline and McDonald  (1943)  for white 
light are fitted best when  N  =  7.  Pirenne (1943) found that N  -  6 for white 
light (cf. Pirenne, 1946).  Peckham (1944) and Guild (see Stiles, 1944) obtained 
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FIG.  10.  Poisson  probability integral  curves.  For  any log average number of 
events, the ordinates give the probability of N or more events.  The curves represent 
selected  values of N  from 1 to  15. 
curves for N  =  6 from the averages of very large numbers of threshold measure- 
ments. 
These experiments show that although the threshold energy striking the ret- 
ina  varies  enormously with  wavelength,  the  threshoM  number  of  absorbed 
quanta does not change.  Another important conclusion is that the size of the 
field does not influence the shape of the frequency of seeing curve, even though 
the threshold number of quantum absorptions increases when the area is larger 
thant 10'.  This result may be explained by assuming that some of these ab- 
sorbed  quanta  do not  contribute  to  the  production  of a  nervous  discharge. 
Several hundred rod cells are connected to a single fiber in the optic nerve.  It 
may be that about 6 quanta must be absorbed by the rods connected to a single 
fiber, in order to initiate a threshold visual response. 
So far only measurements of the absolute threshold have been considered. 
The  same reasoning may, however, be applied  to  brightness  discrimination. 
When  the eye views the background field it is in a  photostationary state in 450  VISUAL  ACUITY  AND  BRIGHTNESS  DISCI~IMINATION 
which a constant photochemical effect is producing a constant number of nerve 
impulses in unit time.  If an additional amount of light (A/) is now added to 
part of the field there is an initial increase in the number of quanta absorbed, 
yielding additional nerve impulses from this region.  It is possible that when 
the A/field is at the threshold of visibility, this number of quanta is the same 
as at the absolute threshold.  In fact, Hecht's theory of brightness discrimina- 
tion points toward this result.  He proposed that the initial increase in rate of 
decomposition of sensitive material resulting from the addition of a  threshold 
A/is the same at all background brightnesses.  This means that the number of 
additional quanta absorbed is constant, since there is a direct relation between 
quantum absorption and decomposition.  We know that this number must be 
about 6 at very low brightnesses, for as the background brightness approaches 
zero, the test situation becomes one in which the absolute threshold is measured. 
Presumably then, the number is the same at all higher background brightnesses 
and we should expect similar frequency of seeing curves. 
2.  ExperimentaL--To establish the thresholds given in Tables I  and II we 
used a frequency of seeing method, as discussed in section II.  Our interest was 
in establishing the 60 per cent seeing point, and we took only enough readings 
to set this.  Usually there were ten exposures at each of four or five different 
brightnesses.  This was insufficient to yield smooth frequency of seeing curves. 
If for example, the frequency of seeing at a given brightness is 10 per cent there 
will not always be just 1 positive response in a set of ten exposures.  The proba- 
bility is 0.6 that the datum obtained will deviate by at least 10 per cent from its 
true value. 
In view of the irregularity of the experimental data, it was necessary to aver- 
age  a number  of  curves.  This  was  done  by drawing  completely empirical 
smooth curves passing through all the experimental points.  These curves were 
then averaged horizontally, by averaging the abscissas at which they crossed a 
fixed ordinate.  The ordinates chosen were 95,  90,  80,  60, 40, 20, and  10 per 
cent seeing. 
The data used for determining these composite frequency of seeing curves 
were those of observers S.F. and G.G. in red light.  Only those experiments 
were considered in which both light and form thresholds were measured.  The 
data at a single size and brightness were not numerous enough to yield smooth 
frequency of seeing curves.  Therefore in grouping the data several sizes and 
brightnesses had to be lumped together.  The sizes were combined into two 
groups; those up to a width of 5' as small sizes, the rest (8' to 50' in width) as 
large.  The brightnesses were divided at  10 millilamberts into high and low 
brightness groups.  These divisions were chosen to give groups of data of ap- 
proximately equal size. 
The high brightness data are shown in Fig.  11.  They were well fitted by 
Poisson integral curves from Fig. 10.  The value of N was 6 for the light thresh- C.  D.  HENDLEY  451 
old, at all target sizes.  The form threshold data were fitted when N  =  8 for the 
small targets, and N  =  11 for the large.  The curves drawn through the data of 
Fig. 11 are, however, slightly modified Poisson integrals, with smaller values of 
N.  This requires some explanation. 
In the application of the Poisson theory to threshold measurements, it has 
been assumed that the eye has but one look at the target in a single exposure. 
In the present work, however, the subject was given 3 seconds to look for the 
target.  If one knew just how many looks the subject had in each exposure, 
and if one could assume that there was an equal chance of seeing in each look, 
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FI6. II. Frequency of seeing curves at high brightnesses, of subjects S.F. and G.G. 
The light threshold data are at the left, the form threshold data at the right.  The data 
for small sizes (filled circles) are the average of sixteen individual frequency of seeing 
curves.  The data for large sizes (open circles) are the average of seventeen curves. 
The data have been shifted along the A/axis so that the light threshold is the same 
for all sizes.  The curves are modified Poisson integrals for r  =  2 (see text). 
one could evaluate the effect on the frequency of seeing curve.  From the defini- 
tion of probability the following equation would hold: 
B,=  1-(l-p),  (5) 
where p  is the probability of seeing in a single look and gr the probability of 
seeing at least once in r  looks.  Combining equation  (5)  with the integral of 
equation  (4), the probability of N  or more events occurring at least once in r 
looks may be determined.  The effect of increasing the number of looks when 
iV -  6 is shown in Fig. 12.  Here the effect of changing the number of looks in 
an exposure is to move the frequency of seeing curve to the left on the intensity 
scale, and to make it steeper.  Pirenne  (1943)  has shown bow the difference 
between monocular and binocular absolute thresholds may be explained on this 
basis, since two eyes give two looks in a short exposure. 
When there is a single 3 second exposure, however, the observer makes a single 
response as to whether he sees or not.  If he gets only one fleeting glimpse of an 452  VISUAL  ACUITY AND  BRIOttTNESS  DISCRIMINATION 
object in a long exposure, he may be influenced by his impression of not seeing 
it most of the time, and make a report of not seen.  The subjects also reported 
that they would almost always see the target right at the beginning of the ex- 
posure or not at all.  Thus the assumption made above that there is an equal 
chance of seeing in each look is almost surely false. 
In view of this equivocal situation, some measurements were made in which 
the thresholds for 0.2 second and 3 second exposures were compared.  A time Of 
0.2 second is longer than the critical  time, yet short enough to give only one 
look.  The threshold for the longer exposure was lower by 0.1 log unit.  This 
is just the difference between the thresholds for one and two looks in Fig. 12, 
where N  =  6.  For other small values of N, the separation would be very nearly 
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FIG. 12.  The effect of increasing the number of looks per exposure on the shape of 
frequency of seeing curves.  The curve at the right is the Poisson integral  for N-- 6. 
The points are calculated  from equation  (5) and the integral  of equation (4), when 
N  =  6.  The open and filled circles represent  two and ten looks per exposure re- 
spectively.  They are fitted  by curves from Fig. 10. 
the same.  The conclusion was drawn that there are effectively only about two 
looks in a 3 second exposure. 
Setting the value of r in equation (5) at 2, a new set of Poisson integral curves 
was constructed, and these are the curves drawn through the data of Fig. 11. 
In Fig. 13 the low brightness data are shown.  The curves drawn through the 
data are again modified Poisson distributions for two looks per exposure.  Figs. 
11 and 13 show that all the curves are of approximately the same shape, and all 
are fitted by curves for small numbers of events.  The values of N vary from 4 
to 8 when r  -  2.  This is in good agreement with absolute threshold measure- 
ments for which the average value of N was 6.  Therefore we may conclude that 
there are no more than two effective looks in a single exposure.  For if r were 
greater than 2, N would be less than 4 to 8.  We have no reason to believe that 
the number of critical events involved in a differential threshold discrimination C.  D.  HENDLEY  453 
would be any less than the number involved at the absolute threshold.  On the 
other hand, if the value of r is 1, the critical number of events varies from 5 to 11. 
In Table III the values of N  of the various curves are summarized.  There 
are no striking effects of size or brightness on the shape of the curves.  There is 
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FI6. 13.  Frequency of seeing curves, at low brightnesses, of subjects S.F. and G.G. 
The light threshold data are at the left, the form threshold data at the right.  Each 
set of points represents  the average of fifteen individual frequency of seeing curves. 
The data for small sizes are shown by filled circles,  the large sizes are represented by 
open circles.  The data have been shifted along the AI axis so that the light threshold 
is the same for all sizes.  The curves are modified Poisson integrals for r  -  2 ~see text). 
TABLE III 
Critical Number of E~ents  for Form and Light Threshold 
Small 
eL 
Large 
cl 
Brlghtnesses 
mgh 
Low 
High 
Low 
No. of effective  quantum absorptions 
r~l  rm2 
Light  Form  Light  Form 
8 
6 
II 
8 
6 
5 
8 
6 
Form threshold 
Light threshold 
1.90 
1.55 
1.60 
1.48 
a tendency for larger size and higher brightness to yield a steeper curve, but the 
trend is not significant.  The form thresholds  are,  of course, higher than the 
light thresholds.  The difference is greater for the small targets  than for the 
large, and greater at high brightness than at low.  These differences are small, 
and may not be significant. 
A point of considerable interest is a comparison of the shapes of the curves for 
light  and  form threshold.  It might  reasonably be  assumed  that  if  about  6 454  VISUAL  ACUITY  AND  BRIGIITN-ESS  DISCRIMINATION 
effective quantum absorptions are required for just seeing a  test object, more 
will be necessary in order to see it clearly enough to determine its orientation, 
and  the frequency of seeing curve will be steeper.  Hartline and McDonald 
(1943) did find this to be true.  It may be, however, that although more quanta 
must be absorbed at the form threshold, the number that are ineffective also 
increases, so that the number actually contributing to the discrimination re- 
mains the same. 
The following hypothetical example may clarify this idea.  The subject is 
viewing a background field of uniform brightness.  The eye is in a steady state, 
with no sharp gradations in the rate of nervous discharge within that part of 
the retina covered by the background field.  Then a  AI field is added at the 
center of the fovea, and 6 additional quanta are absorbed from the retinal image 
in a short period of time.  All those absorptions are effective in producing nerv- 
ous discharges.  They are,  however, distributed  over the whole  area of the 
retinal image according to the degree of contrast in the different regions of the 
image.  They are likely to be so scattered that the pattern of stimulation does 
not reproduce the contour of the test object accurately enough to determine its 
orientation. 
If the number of the absorptions is doubled, the contour of the object is better 
defined, and its orientation can be determined.  But some of these absorptions 
fall in the central region where they give no information about which is the long 
axis of the rectangle and which the short one.  It is only those absorptions that 
occur near the ends of the long axis that are critical, and these determine the 
shape of the frequency of seeing curve.  If six of the twelve absorptions are 
critical, we obtain a curve with the same slope as the light threshold. 
The results of the present experiments are that in three out of the four pairs of 
curves the form threshold curve yields the higher value of N.  For the smaller 
sizes at the lower brightnesses, however, the value of N is actually lower for the 
form than for the light threshold.  Only further experiments can decide whether 
this is fortuitous, or the expression of a real phenomenon.  At the present time, 
we can only say that the number of critical events is nearly the same, whether 
the criterion of seeing is the detection of light or the distinction of form. 
Strm~ARY 
1.  Visual acuity depends on the brightness contrast between test object and 
background; and conversely, brightness discrimination depends on the target 
size.  Both functions vary with the brightness of the background.  Measure- 
ments with rectangular targets of length-width ratio 2 were made over a range 
of sizes, contrasts, and brightnesses sufficient to determine the relations among 
these three variables.  The rectangles were from 2' to 50' wide; the contrast 
fraction, M/l, ranged from 0.01 to 40; the background brightness varied from 
0.0001  to 2500 miililamberts. c. D. H~NDLEY  455 
2.  When AI/I or visual acuity is plotted as a function of brightness the data 
do, in general, follow Hecht's equation.  The departure from a simple photo- 
chemical theory which the larger targets show is probably due to changes in the 
functional retinal mosaic with changing brightness. 
3.  In general also, the relation between visual acuity and brightness, at se- 
lected contrasts, fits Hecht's derivation.  At low contrasts, as the brightness is 
reduced a point is reached at which the test object becomes invisible at any size. 
4.  No simple relation emerges from the data relating visual acuity to contrast, 
at set levels of illumination.  Over only a very short range are visual acuity and 
contrast directly related.  At high contrasts, visual acuity reaches a maximum, 
whereas at low visual acuity, AI/I reaches a  minimum which cannot be passed 
regardless of size. 
5.  The shape of the curves relating AI/I  to brightness is  not significantly 
altered by changing the exposure time.  There is some evidence to show that a 
3 second exposure of the target is equivalent to two looks of 0.2 second each. 
6.  In all these studies the thresholds were determined by a frequency  of seeing 
method, and the data have been considered in terms of a  quantum theory of 
threshold seeing.  It was found that a threshold response involves between four 
and eight independent critical events, which are largely independent of size, 
brightness, and criterion of seeing. 
The author deeply appreciates the friendly guidance of Dr. Selig Hecht and Dr. 
Simon Shlaer, not only in the work reported here, but throughout the years of our 
association. 
Invaluable assistance  in this work was given by Mr. Mark Amdursky, Dr. Sylvia 
Frank, and Miss Sela Mitchell. 
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